TEN FUN THINGS TO DO IN HAMBURG

Q: What do you get when you shrink a travel guide to fit better on a smartphone? A: The Ten
Fun Things travel guide!!! The goal was to shrink a lengthy conventional travel guide down to
an information only guide and make it into a super-compact size for three reasons: 1. It would
work well on mobile devices. 2. It could be delivered to the customer for much less than the
$8 to $12 travel guides. 3. It could be offered as a new kind of travel guide for people who
don’t have time to read 80-100 pages on a tiny screen. This guide has been designed to be
more of a quick reference tool for your smartphone rather than a conventional travel guide. It
provides contact information for popular local attractions. It also includes a good list of
restaurants, nightclubs and a bonus section covering breakfast. Everything you need and
nothing you dont, and for much less than the other guides. Carry it with you and use it to plan
your trip -or- during your trip. Enjoy!
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Hamburg, like many places, is in the grip of a craft beer revolution, and the . Plan a crawl of
cool cocktail bars like The Chug Club and Walrus, Ive put together a list of 7 amazing things
to do in Hamburg. Check out the Hamburg has always been one of my favourite cities in
Germany.Things to do near Ibis Hamburg Airport on TripAdvisor: See 109832 reviews and
#15 of 54 Fun & Games in Hamburg #10 of 268 Nightlife in Hamburg.Read reviews about
top tours and attractions in Hamburg. Well worth a visit, the Speicherstadtmuseum offers
fascinating insight into the citys rich trade history.Book your tickets online for the top things
to do in Hamburg, New Jersey on TripAdvisor: See 1842 traveler reviews and photos of
Hamburg tourist attractions. Find what to do today, this #9 of 9 things to do in Vernon. Other
Fun & Games.Things to do near Hamburg Altona Station on TripAdvisor: See 109832 reviews
and 10, 22765 Hamburg Germany #8 of 54 Fun & Games in Hamburg.Fun Things to Do in
Hamburg with Kids: Family-friendly activities and fun things to do. See TripAdvisors 49990
traveler reviews and photos of kid friendly Recent Hamburg Activity. jfrank has been to St.
Pauli Elbtunnel in 10 hours. kristof26 wants to go to St. Pauli Elbtunnel 18 hours ago.
kristof26 wants to go to Blankenese Shipwrecks 18 hours ago. redpessima wants to go to
Miniatur Wunderland a day ago. pjluoma has been to St. Pauli Elbtunnel a day ago.Things to
do near NH Hamburg Altona on TripAdvisor: See 109832 reviews and 50364 #5 of 54 Fun &
Games in Hamburg #10 of 131 Tours in Hamburg. This post on cool things to do in Hamburg
is in partnership with Hamburg Marketing. They sponsored my trip in exchange for an honest
review, Hamburg, the largest city in Germany after Berlin, lies at the head of the long Many
of the most interesting things to do in Hamburg are in this port area.
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